MY LATEST INSPIRATION

A POETRY BOOK OF SPIRITUAL TRADITION

TOMMY TAYLOR
Dora,

It took a dark night to see your star shine so bright I simply
wish you would have kept up the fight
On your memory I will always reflect
Not being at home when you departed is my...only regret
Absorbed the truth of your death with my head held high
You taught me that sometimes its okay for a man to cry_
I needed those golden tears to flow to cleanse my polluted soul
Conscious that it is now the time to attain my goal
You left me here in prison within this transit maze. Now all I
can do is look forward to better days
I will no doubt souljah on as expected
I know in my heart that when 'you left your spirit was then
perfected!

P.S. I want you to know that you meant the world to me
Never questioning the Lord about your death so I let it be

Your Son,
Sam
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Preface

It is taught that to bring the TRUTH from its dwelling place and formulate it into words to communicate to another soul would only butcher its meaning.

But yet and still we as humans communicate by words, so know that TRUTH can only be established or aligned with on this level if you evolve unto it. This is so because there is no uncultivated man who will ever know intuitively any external truths. If uncultivated man could attune with the absolute TRUTH he or she really would be free. He wouldn't be free from the issues of life, but he would be blending in the sea of people and free of human ignorance. The equality of error is what every man inherits from the womb.

In these poems are the genius of godhood, which is what every master evolves into. Surely then could one handle the truth of that degree. I hope that one can live in the light of these poems and apply its energy appropriately.

Applying this spoken energy raises the consciousness and no longer allow the divine faculties to remain dormant. With these poems I seek to enlighten and enable the reader to realize higher truths in the form of a rhyme. These truths are already genetically encoded in our divine make-up. One must tap into that potential. It is known to me that there are two types of light in the world today. One light reveals the TRUTH to you while the other light blinds you to the truth. I seek to allow the TRUE LIGHT to shine forth in THE BRAVE NEW WORLD
of your subconscious to become AWAKE. This is my PRAYER ...

SOULJAH
Sam
MY LATEST INSPIRATION

Experience "The Journey"

The critics say I was convicted in the womb
The everlasting flame is what burned in the tomb
The pearls of great price was given to the swine
To sooth the anger it was told, "there will come a time"
Traveling through the ages head held high
My dreams has always been the color of the sky
On my journey I came to the knowledge of truth
I seized the time for understanding and passed it to the youth
Went upon that high mountain and seen all of that real-estate
Being tempted by that evil will surely seal your fate
The den of vipers dwell amongst this generation
Do like the days of old and investigate this thing called salvation
I admit, the plot by the establishment was sinister
But after the "experience" the angels did minister!
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Life's Secret Safety

As a brother your secret is safe with me
Being that I also took those wise steps up that
"TREE"
Went to the top and was truly crowned with LIFE
Harness all that energy as well as absorbed that
LIGHT Came back down to balancing ITS JUSTICE
and TRUTH
Like all travelers who attain godhood; I have the
burden of proof
People couldn't at first understand the hidden
symbols and codes
Most people are vagabonding it like Cain down that
lonely road
Things had to begin obscure to really be valued in
the end
Now it's common knowledge that I appreciate my
true friends
People must realize the game of life is not
imaginative but a fact
Marching to keep that chain strong so tyranny
won't break their back
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The Test of The Chosen Few

In the eyes of those three strangers
They realized exactly who was in that manger
A child that told his parents in the temple that he
was about his Father's business
Twelve men later became his apprentices
To learn a trade that would turn lead to gold
They would understand the importance of bringing
that one back to the fold
A chosen few had the power to give the blind sight
They were endowed with the spirit which gave
them God's might
To protect them from the world is all he asked
To heal the sick, to clothe the naked and to feed the
hungry was the true fast
Don't be a failure, take the test from life because the
way is made
Wisdom is the tool that will keep you from being a
psychological slave
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Free Your Mind

Do you remember the time?
Before the true knowledge was hid from the mind
The days when men and women’s character
reflected dignity
No matter what went wrong, you- could always
find a friend in me
The people cultivated the soil of their heart so it
grew into a Promise Land
In the days of old, they understood there was divine
wealth within man
To keep the gracious existence from just being a
memory
Unshackle your mind, evolve your spirit so it can
become free
The light of its wisdom will lead the way
By earnestly following it, those days will come back
to stay
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Darkness to Light

There was once darkness and then the light came
It shone mainly so humanity wouldn’t continue to be lame
The prophets and saints introduced knowledge
making the masses aware
The Christ manifest to show the world that God still cares
Thereafter the globe collectively grieved the loss of his PEACE Darkness ensued and order came only through a monumental feat
Through discipline and application the kingdom emerged from the depths of the Soul
It was love, beauty and wealth untold
Now man can know God within his heart and mind
With this revelation it is realized that we weren’t forsaken throughout time
Him being our God and we his people is made simple
Now that the consciousness is unified, we are living temples
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Tune to Truth

Purchased and prized possession known as a living soul
Had dominion over the earth until the devil bought it with fool's gold
Adam had Eve whispering in his ear to go ahead and eat
Jesus had Mary Magdalene doing right by learning at his feet
Christ kept in tune with truth and grace so he walked again
They say he was tempted by every temptation but did not sin
He spoke the message of a Paradise state of mind
That alone set him apart as the greatest of all time
Block out the noise of life and attune with the celestial choir
No matter what happens to you personally know that God is not a liar
There is ... ?

There is a hope, there is a need
There is a prophesy the world must heed
There was a story that begun with time
There is a question concerning the world's design
There are people that are angels in disguise
There is a truth to this that one must not confide

There is a revolution that must come with Godspeed
There is a history that must repeat
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Heavens' Food

In the days of Noah no one would believe
They falsely hoped that God would grant a reprieve
The flood came and all of the world was caught
But in the heavens there was a battle hard fought
The souls of eight were saved to see a new life
It was supposed to be one with no jealousy, hate, nor strife
I was blind so I saw the world as cool
But with this inner-eye open I see the world as cruel
The masses are traveling a path in hopes of material gain
Not realizing their striving for illusions are causing pain
Lost everything to get a grasp on a better way
Now I have a diplomatic spin; speaking that we shall overcome some day
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Time Will Reveal

There is a line that one must not cross
There's a state of consciousness to reach when you
become boss
Never become complacent because there's a bar to
raise
Every step up, into the back drop will your enemies
fade
Then there's the issue of truth
The actuality of it, some don't have a clue
Even with possessing the truth there's still a game to
play
Always take the position that keep the wolves at bay
Understand above all things there's a world to win
Like a chameleon in its element, so into the sea of
people do I blend
Only in time will time reveal
Cards close to my chest, laying them on the table as
prophecy is fulfilled!
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Sphere of Influence

In the end times those times which have been forgotten are near
The mortal enemy to be destroyed at last is fear
The mind of the multitudes must evolve to its highest state:
To maximize the momentum with the moves on the board they make
With an open heart, this new sphere of influence is magnetic
When this is universally realized, the words that spew forth are prophetic
The key is to be wise enough to understand what it is you know
The art of aligning the micro with the macro enables the cosmic vibration to flow
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Mantle of Faith

I extend my words with spiritual taste
In the heart of God I'll always have a place
Infinity is the number times itself
Got my crown back and put the MANTLE on the shelf
I learned to mainly comprehend those words in red
Detachment was the key to letting the dead bury the dead
This start with thoughts but my pen make it manifest
Satan tempt me with evil but through God's Love it's just a test
The Sun, Moon, and Stars are Lights the ancients travel by
That art is lost on humanity and I wonder why?
The mechanics was monopolized so its given by degrees
God opens your heart to make sure ain't no dirty deeds
My latest inspiration is for the spiritual upliftment of man
Haven't you seen its blood on them diamonds cause they can?
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Revelation from the Beginning

In the beginning there had been created a cosmic condition
The sons of God has dawned did I not think to mention
TRUEH as our foundation and liberty and equality as our goal
Life is so precious, so one must travel to free the eternal soul Came back to evolve the masses and set the record straight
It's not the hand you're given, it's the bed you make Seeing through the illusions is the only way to go
Awake the people and get them to realize that we have a common foe I realized the dream and still kept the dynasty true to form
The power of word will speak peace unto the storm From the platform the masses spirit will be healed Revealing the truth like this to those who emerge as real
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Peace of Freedom

The master is the man in the mirror
As the days go by, things get a little clearer
The reality of my situation makes me elated
The object of this game is to never be persuaded
Time and space of this world is a thief
My consciousness aligned with eternity give me peace
The jewel of divine wisdom is great wealth
As the adage states, "the revolution will come real stealth."
The fire, air, and water are inside
There are factions that want the two stars to collide
Truth be told, knowledge reign as king
The spirit of change won't stop until freedom rings!
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Invisible Ring

Nothing can stop me now as the beginning in near
I stomp out all enemies, most definitely fear
While conquering this mountain I use all the tools of the trade
Becoming empowered cause the money is already made
Doors opening for me cause I’m true
As I will, because there’s nothing else to do
I possess the hidden knowledge that enables me to become king
Can’t be mistaken, cause on my invisible hand I wear the ring!
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Don't Block the Flow

Many beginnings have come and gone
The object of the game is to stay strong
Blood stains the banner of Godhood
But the fundamental heart of humanity is all good
There was a clear reflection of the man in the mirror
Invoking the name that makes the 'way' a lot clearer
Coming and going; back and forth; to and fro
This is how the prince of this world comes to
impede the flow
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The One

One man started it all
One man happened to fall
One man continued to walk with God
One man started a doctrine that was all a facade
One man let his light shine
One man disregarded the “promise” after a time
One man left and again came
One man will spiritually die in shame
One man is renowned as wise
One man is realized as a fool because of his pride
One man was Christ and one man was Satan
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Sober Journey

Being endowed with the power to comprehend
Thinking you can, continuously enables you to ascend
The fraternal assembly is witnessing as you play your role
Eating spiritual meat is food for your soul
Travel life’s highway and byways with the help of a friend
You better always have respect for the tender of the hearts of men
Add and multiply as you seek to build
These fakers are like cartoon characters while you remain real
On this journey stay sober as the world remains high
Looking forward to my inheritance cause God can’t lie
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Bait and Switch

Tested by God but not tempted by evil
All eyes on me because I'm regal
Measured steps or grand design
Arms wide open to mankind
You don't have to eat everything on your plate
Running from problems could cause you to meet your fate
It's about the Great Liberation of the soul
But the wiles of the devil are definitely old
Unconditional love is renewed every day
In the presence of the Lord will I stay
Always know the heights, depths, and widths
Don't let the people of the world bait you in then switch
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Be Equipped

Through the night into the sunrise do I pass
Nothing but the blood did I have
Strength of mind gave me a titanium will
Equipped with the truth, and for it I have great zeal
The fiery trial was to purge my heart so it'll become
pure gold
What a "work" to bring a lost sheep back into theold
Reason and logic may keep the world turning
But God's knowledge, wisdom and understanding,
keep the world from burning
A mystic investigation of an ageless universe
Being enticed and led away to eat the fruit of desire
is the worst
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To Rise Above

My beginning came at the end
On the march forward to transcend
Standing when everyone else falls
Always keeping the grip rising above all
Eyes opened and there was beauty I beheld
Like a duck when it rains; hate it repels
The maze of illusion is the path most traveled
They keep confusion in their mind and I watch it unravel
Said all the wise men couldn’t put him back
together again
One misstep cost them the game cause a loser never wins
At a young age I went out on a quest to find
Never realizing there would be so many who are
dumb, deaf and blind
On a later date the circle of brothers came together
Always keeping a strong mind and a heart that’s light as a feather
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Reset from the Master

The truth, most people don’t want to admit
The day-star that rises in the heart I will submit
Staying real with the plan enabled me to emerge
When the trumpet sounds all the angels will converge
One nation under God is the order that will rule
The constant battle on the mind will keep you from failing at life’s harsh school
Adhering to the thoughts coming from above will keep ya from descending below
There have been many saints and prophets but only one hero
Have you ever come unto the Master and received rest?
People will see your cup running over and they’ll know your blessed
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Faithful and Just

They say its up to you and not fate
It is true you have to eat but not everything on your plate
Thy kingdom come is an intricate plan
The children has agility of the mind on demand
Conquering the adversary at this chess board game
Knocking their pieces off and they'll never be the same
God fearing is how we go to sleep as well as when we’re awake
Remaining trump-tight because there is so much at stake
Having the heart of Christ is a must
History will view the faithful as the just
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Kept by God

Lost without the Shepherd as the saying goes
Can't help but be on point, always on my toes
Crying out of the wilderness as the rocks did
Don't sell your soul even at the highest bid
The plan is to live in peace without war
Only the peace God give is the best by far
Keeping the commandment to love one another
Loving my neighbor doesn't mean I have to
embrace him as a brother
Even Christ knew that every man ain't a part of the
fold
Out of my mouth the truth will always be told
Going in and out of doors because I've been
initiated
Letting those who understand know they are
appreciated
If you don't choose worldly power but spiritual
wealth
It will be evident from your past that throughout all
you were kept
Great Work

When the "Great Work" was finished he gave up the ghost
It was written long ago that God is the lord of hosts With good deeds you enable grace to abound toward you
Contrary to popular belief one who circumcise the heart is the real Jew
Glorify in obedience to the gospel of Christ
The gift is indescribable that visited me that mystic night
It was said he who boast, let him not boast beyond his measure
So taking every thought into captivity is a tool to treasure
Being skilled in knowledge in this age is the grand scheme
Enduring to the end is what propels you to be crowned a king
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Code of Truth

Staying focused because the doors are about to open
The secret is safe because my words were never
spoken
Its almost time to mobilize those workers out there
World domination by the otherwise suppressed is
only fair
The real is on the rise in today's time
This cosmic consciousness is manifest in this rhyme
Remaining on point in the event of these hater's
demise
Walked out the gate a part of the grand scheme alive
People wait in awe of us because our life is
mysterious
Aligned with the TRUTH has exposed all those who
are frivolous
Formed from my mother's womb for this position to
take
Coordinated the brothers to live a code that we'll
never break!
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Godhood

It was written that ye are gods so it was taught
Age after age was this battle concerning Good vs
Evil was fought
I became crowned that night and beheld a mystic
show
Truth in words to express meaning as this universal
vibe flow I found a grand prize concerning the truth
about PARADISE
Taking the steps necessary to keep my thoughts,
words and actions precise
These self-conceited fools walk blindly with unripe
intellects
My motives will always be the cause as the
uninitiated feel the effects
The light of understanding enables the darkness of
ignorance to disappear
I know that the enemy who is never there is fear
Their influence on world events has by no means
gone undetected
We’re on point “G” because our thoughts are
projected

P.S. This “G” I speak of is not urban in intent. I’m
circulating it as the genesis of Godhood. A highest
compliment other than its urban meaning.
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I Will Not be Moved

Law number one says never try to outshine the MASTER
My ship at sea propelled by the Cosmic Winds to go faster
People will betray you sometimes but God's principles never can Light hath no communication with darkness saith the man
There being consequences for misplaced confidence is sound
The wise always making a way out of no way is indeed profound
The TREE planted by the waters of LIFE won't be moved by force
There are traps set by those imposters so we'll let things run its course
Awakening humanity again to the lessons they so blatantly disregard
Temporarily the usurpation of power was through fraud
A free man will always be in control of his working tools
The virtue of silence is taught in all the mystery schools
The distress signal was seen and now I'm much better
Angels were on assignment and after all that devil wasn't so clever

53
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C.E.O.

On this highway of life you have to find your own lane
You must have dynastic ambitions when you have the right dame
Attributes of Mama she must have; cause Dora was Queen Mother
Always behind the shield of faith is where you must take cover
Raised up to ascend that “Jacob’s ladder” to take the throne
It was told that one day you’re here and the next day you’re gone
Establishing divine law as an integral part of your life means living it
The great tribulation must happen first in order for Satan to descend to the pit
Christ reconciled the relationship with God and man
Look what has been accomplished in people lives by saying “I think I can”
I share these truths seeking that you absorb them in return
I find joy in knowing I can save a soul that would otherwise burn
If you can save a soul it was written that you are a true witness
Be C.E.O. of your own life because it most definitely is a business
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The True Vine

Applying that universal energy should in turn excite
The same old bag of tricks the devil have reveals his plight
People sojourn for salvation in hopes to be raised
from the dead Some want their heaven now,
thinking they need to be fed
They marveled as he turned water into wine
Later to reveal his self as the only TRUE VINE
The furniture in your TEMPLE will allow you to go
places The Spirit of the Comforter has had many,
many faces
The Judases of the world are schooled to pretend
I was taught don't let someone's words nor actions offend
The hand that Life gives you shouldn't cause you to stress
Always remember that God said with your heart he will test
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One World Soul

The global reign of Truth is in this hour
The TRUE LIGHT that manifests itself has the real powerful
Wisdom ushers in the kingdom and its rule is pure
Kept God alive in my mind was the psychological cure
Taught that the heart was indeed the ONE MIND
There are no limits in this game called TIME
Now that the people has embraced this agent called Change
This mind set must endure so the spark can become a divine flame
As we travel through the ages humanity must become ONE WORLD SOUL
We as a people can finish this amazing race with the Gold!
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Maze to the New World

The planetary consciousness happens in a colossal wave
The Light of TRUTH came to me in the midst of that cave(cell)
This Enlightenment comes from a far and distant land
There is spiritual science that teaches God reside within man I acknowledge in my words that the future is revealed
No emotion has more in the loss column than “feel”
Lack of knowledge has made the best of them fall
Superstitious is the pyramids but also the writings on the wall
In the beginning God put his finger in the ground
But it has always been our deeds that spin this world around
Mind before matter is the system I incorporated while in this MAZE
It is time for the NEW WORLD to rise so the OLD one can fade
Building character defines destiny along with a personal constitution
Problem with learning, God fearing is most definitely the resolution
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Peace Be Still

They say as one door closes another door opens
The devil was a lie as soon as those words were spoken
I know of doors closed never to be opened again
That's why I study hard and always push this pen
The land of the free and the home of the brave
Today if you're not an Evolved Soul you will become a slave
The "movement" made things a whole lot better
If you can't make PEACE BE STILL then there's a storm to weather
A new deal of Godhood has made it through these ages
I duly warn you to commit to memory the words on these pages
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The Key of Spiritual Development

To be swayed by the lust of the flesh is a powerful hit
That demon manifests from the very depths of the pit
Thought that because he recite a prayer in Jesus name
That when the left hit it will somehow ease the pain
It's not important to have heard of Christ but to have his heart
Game recognize Game because its all a methodical art
Satan knows Jesus but he doesn't know you
To these fakers, that ass whooping will be long over due
Those of us indwelling know that there is no crying
These words are real because in the streets people are dying
Then you have these bustas rapping just to stay relevant
I freely give the key of spiritual development
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Thine Will

Acknowledging Jesus, baptized by fire into this clique
Those people house weren’t in order when that atom split
Blood stained banner is the flag that I fly
No greater sacrifice than one having to die I was tried and I multiplied out true
Teaching these lessons ‘cause the world don’t have a clue
I hope in immortality not in the riches of this world
My origins date back to when inert energy went into a swirl
Christ said not my will but THINE WILL be done
I say fool watch out, because my kingdom has come!
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Free Will

Selfishness has been a detriment to the greater whole
Play those cards brotha, there is never a time to fold
Try to reach those heights that I'll be an exact representation
Not thinking before you act is what causes fluctuation
I'm upheld by the inner word and made whole by its power
My consciousness unfolded just like a flower
Lucifer was jealous because I have a more excellent name
With my conscience consent I chose to disregard the fame
Loving life and getting high off your own free will Should make you feel better about yourself than a pill
The path of least resistance is an age old key
Contrary to popular belief, you have to do more than resist the devil for him to flee!
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Consult the Host

Those inner three is what started the TREE
You showed me you brotha and that transfigured me
That house was built with his own hand
Remember, it was the rock that revealed the "man"
Unified in spirit as we fight the works of the flesh
Conquering by the cross will be the ultimate test
That crown was not of the world but a spiritual one
Lessons from antiquity will enable them to put down that gun
Through my insperiences I've seen the powers of the world to come
Talking riddles to my lil' brothas trying to make learning fun
That honorary degree was not all the universe has in store
Let's consult the Lord of host for the real score
Light shined from heaven but the world missed it by a landslide
Fools perish for lacking this wisdom while I stay alive
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Spirit Conquers the Monster

Universal distribution of wisdom is my basic theme
I explain in words how I live, move and have my
being
My meaning is coded so there can be no distortion
Sit down and inquire and be fed by your allotted
portion
My accomplishments with this pen is here to stay
Monuments attest to this truth that’s made of
mortar and clay
I don’t show partiality cause I rightly divide the
word of truth
It’s not only wise to do as I say, but also as I do
It’s His SPIRIT we’re in the image of, not the flesh
which is dirt
This was so in the beginning before the foundation
of the earth
Do you not know that the SPIRIT of God dwells in
you
LUST, FEAR and MATERIALISM is the monster
that must be slew
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A Golden Tear

The first step must be back into the womb
Cryptic words will allow you to enter the initiation tomb
There is a time that you must use your mind
Visualize within first unless your physical eyes will be blind
The boy king had to consult the wise for a guide
This ship is going forward so sit back and enjoy the ride
Once the state is reached you then have spiritual protection
If the Law is not adhered to then there surely is rejection
Entered past the tester of the hearts of man
At this point you will have grasped all there is to understand
Wisdom allowed me to look up and never fear
Crowned and for the world below I did shed a golden tear
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Wisdom of the Ages

Through the wisdom of the AGES I give thee Light
When you absorb the mystical meaning my
credibility will take flight
Honor from men is not a reward but isn’t being
beloved by the Creator
The use of cleverness by evil is causing me to be
God’s great debater
Giving the dead life is my work and my
proclamation
I stand ‘cause of the strength of God due to ancient
education
My night of power was a revelation of who I am and
a pure sign
Right then my spirit was perfect and made way for
my descendants down the line
My WELL COME made the heavens rejoice and
man that feeling was great
Now this battle must be resolved between Church
and State
Took the prepared steps necessary and I’m not
involved with any sect
All walks of life I embrace, making master moves to
stay out of check
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Grow in the Spirit

You knocked on heaven’s door but all your intents weren’t pure
Now those spiritual forces are working against you for sure
Seeing things in your personal life and can’t understand why
I hope it don’t come down to me saying if I, should I or could I
Energy tapped into you brought forth on that field of play
You haven’t comprehended that energy could be used in another way
Family all around you hoping to be an assistance
Inquiring in God’s TEMPLE you must be very persistent
The door of your mind will open and it will allow unclean spirits to enter in
My sight is from a bird’s eye view but I speak with this pen
Went wrong because you had your own preconceived opinion about the truth
Now I understand why the whole truth was hid from the youth (spiritual).

This poem is meant for the spiritually immature who don’t know the spiritual laws working for him, nor the spiritual laws working against him. He’s just knocking TEMPLE to learn a few truths to go back into world to sound smart to others. Unknowingly to him when he knocks and that door is opened, unclean spirits can enter and that my friend can cause an uncultivated man’s undoing.
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Team Love

The prince of this world and his lackey’s pull the strings
The hell with folly, unto this wisdom do I cling
Divine knowledge was stolen shortly before life became a “thing”
Satan didn’t know that God already had a plan for us to be redeemed
I break the bond the dark powers have on the spiritual infantile
Powers are unseen but they are felt by every man, woman, and child
Natural man receive not because they haven’t tapped into their potential
In the day of divine kingship they knew the LOVE of God was essential
Through Jesus the masses only know a part of this mystery
If they knew as I did they wouldn’t hate, but they’d be proud of me
The meat at my table is to render aid through spiritual instruction
TEAM Omega is here to institute order after evil’s destruction!
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Let your Light Glow

It was said that the Comforter would come to me
It will be my eyes throughout all this end-time so I can see
That way I'll understand what the cards on the table are saying Truth manifest itself in the word but nobody is obeying
If you are suffering it's because your emotions are on your throne
Wisdom whispers in your consciousness so you'll be strong
Can't stop, won't stop playing this game 'till the casket drop
Mind expanding knowledge taught me self-control on lock
In my poems the invisible things of God are seen as they are
March toward the light and don't think one second the east is too far
Elevate your consciousness and only dream as you go
Changing the negative, bonding with the positive, letting your light glow
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The Son Will Shine

The son is up and will shine throughout the night
Don’t forget to tap into that wisdom and guide by its light
It was written that we will be living epistles
Get through the storms of life by listening to that whisper
Some fall down as they do but we rise as we may
I’m the one who walk this TRUTH in the light of day
The chance taken was the one that I had to grasp
Raised a MASTER whose brother’s hand I would gladly clasp
He said before him came thieves and robbers alike
I say after me, the masses will have the heart of Christ
I speak this truth because I know the Scripture can’t be broken
The genesis of godhood in the flesh and not just some token
He prayed that no evil would take us from his hand
Be comforted in the fact that all is apart of his divine plan
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Never Alone

A seer of a nation that is in the blind
Must not take for granted that his open eye is their life-line
It was taught the fish and bread fed the crowd
Can't get pass the fact that this silence can be so loud
The day of rest has come and I'm still wide open
Laying down your life to live was words well spoken
The masses are anxious to see how things on earth to end
Never understanding that much thought is put into how it will begin
It was promised that you will never be alone
The Comforter came to me and that cause me to be strong
Even though the disease may take a person's life
Doesn't mean that it reflect that his heart wasn't right
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The Test

The lower self has no qualifications to understand
TRUTH
Satan leads with EGO and look at the levels he has
stooped
TRUTH can only be perceived when its wisdom you
choose to cling
You must deny yourself so spiritual attainment is
what you bring
Don’t be as the ones who repeat their problems due
to being blind
TRUTH is the only religion and you will understand
that in time
We were born by a woman into a world of lies
Traveled a broken road to enlightenment; now
that’s love in disguise! That is the highest perfection
to be manifest in the flesh
The secret to suffering is to realize that ALL is
simply a test
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Conclusion

I struggled to make these words not seem like silly fables
Because I realized how hard it is to get past all the labels
It is divine influence that brought about these spiritual rhymes I'm a disciple of TRUTH which is absent in these end times
Light is personified through observation, contemplation, and application. I didn't worry 'cause I knew God's SPIRIT was over my initiation
By hard efforts I got results which in turn caused opposition
The injustice to them is they think these words are superstition
It is for the perfecting of the soul why the angels mingle
It was taught how important it is for the "eye" to be single
The primitive creed was Universal Brotherhood in the days of old
I speak this TRUTH to power not to one, but to humanity as a whole
Tommy Taylor #71669
379 FM 2972
Rusk, Tex 75785
MY LATEST INSPIRATION

The Essence of True-Self

Concentration comes from highly evolved thought
Severing ties with lust and materialism is a battle
hard fought
The TEMPLE that man is has invincible strength
The victory is not given to the swift but one who
goes the length
Immortality is not speculation, I live it now and here
Laid down my life to live; stamping out death and
fear
Established eternity in my mind and caused time to
perish
That night I became immortal I will always cherish
Christ formulated his doctrine speaking of the
essence of true SELF
It was written not to go to the gods on the right or
left
At all times know what is behind and before you
Not to be misunderstood, my words are for the
gentile and the Jew
My Latest Inspiration

Plan for the Flock

Words are reserved for the wise, but our image after
God Stayed true to myself and refused to be found a
fraud
In the beginning, fruits, and vegetables were used as
meat
After the fall, to get back to the throne of identity
was a great feat
The seventh day was sanctified because the work
was done
Gold became my precious metal because I became
the sun
It is true that man shouldn’t dwell on earth alone
Mary knew what was important while Martha
served her home
Christ didn’t eat from that tree that causes one too
die
You next lifetime to those who had to fly
Adam may have been deceived but God isn’t
mocked
Universal Brotherhood is the plan for the
Shepherd’s flock
That Golden Halo

Your consciousness can't raise above your realization
The mystical condition is what set the tone for the nation
Knowledge came down and its light made things more apparent
God manifest in my heart and mind as a universal parent
The Author and Finisher of true faith has a hidden name
The outer activities has allotted many to attain worldly fame
Justice and mercy is in the character of a soul made alive
A pure heart enabled one to go through the vortex and come back to thrive
Most people believe that freedom is a tangible condition
Try realizing it as a state of mind and it will relieve the tension
I climbed that ladder to receive that golden halo
Fly away in my pyramid as the world around me blow
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Keep it Real

Tell you how this thing called life go
Getting plugged into that universal flow
Never again to be a slave of my passions
Keep it real is all that I'm asking
First sever ties with that lower half
Leave fundamental game and move to majestic
math
Right down the middle is the ease of the master
Your thoughts are quick but my light moves faster
Crowned as champ of my own divine self
Conquered my heart kept me from going left
Now goodness is the code of my conduct
I'm blessed because my spiritual tradition don't rely
on luck
Know that your base thoughts have you in that
sphere
It is because of those in the lower realms that I shed
a golden tear
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The Uncut Truth

Years ago the uncut TRUTH was revealed to me It was then and only then did I truly see I thoroughly understood who God was in my heart I was on a journey; but then it really did start Now I remain dedicated to the Law of LOVE God’s spirit descended on me, like Jesus symbolically with the dove Living in the light of day is what constitutes the world to me It took this secret movement for my soul to be free It’s important for what God say to be galvanized Can’t let the elite persuade the hero and things be jeopardized Only a spiritual man understand the words that I say The operation is clandestine so there’s no time to play On a spiritual mission so I don’t just walk, I direct My words balance things out so the builders can’t reject!
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Accomplishments of the Faithful

As sons of God we must do the works to fulfill prophecy
Standing as a light on a hill at night for the world to see
The accomplishments of the faithful few should be recognized
As it was written, Satan has come to earth to chastise
In this millennium keep it quiet about which direction you come
I disperse knowledge so God's will can be done
This is not simply a trinket from mortal man; but a gift from God
These words are in motion so don't think that is odd
The world of power is a world of illusion unawares to them
Heed wise warnings, don't worry where they stem
People lay and wait more for the end than they do the beginning
Falsely thinking they'll be saved as they go on presumptuously sinning!
**Tommy Taylor**

*We are the Salt*

A divine conspiracy has been foretold
To the learned the blueprint was given in the days of the old
I was taught to give me this day my daily bread
My interpretation was to live off the words that he said
To "we" it proves hard to forgive those who are indebted to us
In all those material things I can't establish trust
Won't be tempted by evil nor deceitfully be led into temptation
I try to get people to understand we're family by spiritual relation
Don't be as the salt that has nothing to savor
Surely you shouldn't adopt a style that has no flavor
Blessed to be reviled and persecuted for God's sake
Consciously realizing there are many more things you must take
The wicked is trampled and cast out by god-men
I've been telling the few that this world is a viper's den
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The Power of Suggestion

I set out in the beginning on a spiritual quest
Through the years kept up the pace and gave it my best
Brought things to remembrance as it was taught
If a person can't get past his ego it's his own damn fault
You realize that you have to let the dead bury the dead
One must pay close attention to those words in red
Walk down that beaten path for his namesake
It was taught that it is better to give than to take
Symbolically compared to the rose that grew from concrete
Going through the pains of the second birth was bittersweet
The thorns are the only imperfections of the rose
On the mental plane I awake those whose eye is closed
Know that you are God's most prized possession
Understand that these words hold the power of suggestion
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Spiritual Unfolding

The mysteries of the kingdom was given as a metaphor
To be given to those who diligently knock on heaven’s door
We must sternly obey God but be suspect of the laws of men
That’s how the first man and woman committed the original sin
Abraham descendants were blessed because of his spiritual state
We are the world will be the song in the hearts of the human race
Evolved to be one of the ones to sit at the table
Because of where I come from don’t misjudge and think my words are a fable
Distributing spiritual wisdom is very much a part of my task
God has faithfully given those of us who fervently ask
Let’s go ahead and leave the elementary principles of Christ Spiritually unfolded to the realm where a man is born twice
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I can Pray

What God handed down was a spiritual tradition
They left the path of righteousness to get on the
road of perdition
The will of the people means that the global
community rule
Off into the wilderness to study esoteric truths at a
mystery school
The kingdom was within is what he came out to
assert
In hopes the COMFORT of his SPIRIT would take
away all hurt
His words are to be used as an instrument
The truth making you whole I am a living testament
Came back again to deal with the Church and
STATE of today
Things are so bad all I can do is pray
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Strengthened

My words came to this plane of existence to bring
life and hope
Now that I'm conscious, it seems that the majority is
on dope
The understanding that lit the world want to visit
for a while All I want is for the mothers of our
children to smile
I insist that they no longer go with the flow
They must teach the youth to be the star of their
own show
You must nurse that child until the day of
graduation
Keep their mind growing so there will be no
stagnation
Your hard earned money gave them that chance
Dealing with the system you have to keep a fighter's
stance
Find all the pieces because they're scattered around
Keep your head up and whatever you do don't get
down
From the EAST comes the TRUTH and the Light
Error come from not engaging in the carnal vs
divine fight
People despise these words as if they are an
invention
I simply want them to realize my tactic is all about
prevention
The coming of the Spirit is an age old mystery
Don't be persuaded to divulge too much of its
history
Clever was the plot but their intentions were all
wrong
The battle is not yours but the Lord's is this song
These words are to inspire you to act
There must be certain steps taken to lift the veil is a
fact!
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Divine Visionary Journey

Restored my soul and emerged as a radiant being
They had it backwards, believing is indeed seeing
I’m in a divine visionary struggle to aid the human race
Love will come in second cause the world will be saved by grace
God’s sons at work and his angels are watching over them
Light so bright it even make the sun look dim
My path is made straight so I can’t veer
I interpret that the world is waiting for the sons of God to appear
The ignorant don’t understand that Jesus was master of his destiny
I write these words because it bring out the best in me
Self identity allows you to inherit eternal life
They hate Judas but after Jesus’ death they’re the one’s keeping up the strife
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Path of Discovery

The wise must always use the lower realm
This way, God-consciousness is at the helm
The thing is, don't let the lower use you saith the wise
Keep things straight and the key is to never deal with pride
Master the mind so one can evolve into SELF
Read the scrolls of the sub-conscious, put those books on the shelf
The path of discovery is one that will surely reveal
Subsisting in the lower realms is meant to conceal
Once the veil is snatched away things are the Godhood
Can one be receptive to this Light is what has to be understood
This whole process is so you can speak is esoteric terms
On this plane of existence there are volumes to learn
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The Heavens Rejoice

It was told that when one soul is redeemed the heavens rejoice
One took prudent steps and made a God-conscious choice
Humble yourself to be taught divine laws to one day have a zeal
Always using faith as my shield because the devil came to kill
World be free and don't grieve the grace of God again
Some of these mischievous people I refuse to be kin
Being moderate in all things will never disappoint you
That principle keeping you from being acquainted with sorrow is true
Fear God only is told to be the beginning of knowledge
Latest inspiration is a higher degree that you can't get from any college
Running this race with LOVE-ALL will put you in first place
You'll be the pure in heart so its promised you'll see God's face
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No Mystery

To imagine is one thing, but to live it is sacred reality
Seeing through the illusions is just a formality
Never understanding just why the initiate is so good
He exposes the self-conscious man that evolved from the 'hood
Being admitted to the club at first glance seems tragic
But when I woke up perfect it was just like magic
Abraham had faith so all his children get to rule
All Holy Books can be furniture or used as tools
I experienced God and from then on he called me his own
The trip throughout the night I've already flown
The facts pointing to the origin of Christ is hard to ignore
Know thy self was the adage that started me to explore
Discovered that to the elect God is no longer a mystery
Steadfast even after failure is most definitely my history
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Friend of God?

I’ve found that everybody with their hand out is not greedy
I don’t give to those who want continuously, but to those who are needy
Friends of God is for the greater good because we always seek
I advise strongly that you don’t stop until you reach the peak
It was said that the house of God will be tested first
After righteousness all day do I hunger and thirst
Only a few will find that gate whose way is made straight
Don’t expose the speck in your brother’s eye because that’s being fake
Characteristics of a society with a structure that
Don’t underestimate me because what I say is most definitely true
Soon it will be said, depart from me because I never knew you!
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Life-force

Can't change the system cause it always remain
Live as we believe so there is no one else to blame
Walking this earth as if it were Paradise
We're three of a kind but not blind like those mice
Spiritual being having a human experience with the
PLAN
We're the salt of the earth while those others are
bland
The end times has crept upon us
It will be wise to live the words, "In God We Trust"
By fiery trials the few have been baptized
It was written that those who God loves he chastises
With this TRUTH you have to run back toward it
SOURCE
Raise from within you is what is known as the
LIFE-FORCE
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Temple of Love

Perfection is realized through God’s spiritual eyes
Don’t be deceived, there is a lot of hate in disguise
When you’re on that mountain take your shoes off your feet
If you don’t stay conscious of the ‘PLAN’ history will repeat
People wander through their entire life in the blind
Never understanding that if you diligently seek you’ll find
The Light that illuminates and pierces the dark
Analytical wisdom keep the sniper from hitting its mark
The mystic don’t have a brief relationship with LOVE
Of the water and the spirit manifest the peace symbolized by the dove
It will be understood what is meant by the body being the TEMPLE
When the anointing happens, the complex things become the simple
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Hope for a Cold World

The world is cold as an arctic blast
Martin was killed for saying the words free at last
Jealousy and the root of bitterness was in their heart
Malcolm made the pilgrimage which doomed him
from the start
Huey got side tracked by his flesh and lost focus
A deal for his life by his people couldn't be brokered
The mission was left for this generation
Hope for immortality in case of mass annihilation
We seize opportunity to make this last run
Strength, courage and wisdom are our tools instead
of a gun
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All-Wise

Went on a mission of problem solving
The earth is revolving, my spirit is evolving
Won the crown by using mind instead of my might
Good versus Evil is an age old fight
Getting through the maze of illusion is a must
Especially before it is said, "ashes to ashes dust to
dust"
The pinnacle is where I begin
Doing majestic math to be sure I inherit world
without end
Living out this constant battle of spirit vs flesh
That's why I live as I believe, thus never having
regret
Awesome is the power that out of clay formed me
The death of Tupac made me wonder if there was a
heaven for a "G"
Waiting patiently for the enemy's demise
History will reflect that the divine plan was truly
ALL-WISE!
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Time of Truth

Rising to the top is the universal goal
I keep oil in my heater because the world is cold
Seeing is only believing to fools because the illusion
is grand
Revolution is inevitable so seize the time and stand
Illuminating the mind is the tool we use to fight
There will be a time to kill all human ignorance on
sight
As the world changes so must the people in it
A son of light must always keep his eye lit
The supply of knowledge is high but the demand is
low
Seek the truth, apply it in real time so in your midst
life will flow
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God is in Control

As the trumpet sound and the roll is called
Watch with dismay and confusion as the demons
fall
Everlasting life was the divine plan
From faith to faith you individually build the
temple in man
Crossed back over into the peace of God to remain a
son
Understanding now that God’s will is always done
One thing that has been asserted in this realm
There’s an indwelling intelligence in you who’s at
the helm
Spiritual death is the adversary of every living soul
So walk your talk and never fear cause God is in
control
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The Plan

The words spoken by Christ is everlasting
The spirit was received through preparation,
meditation, and fasting
Came from the wilderness instructing the dead to
bury the dead
On the mount all that mattered is what is said
Miracles came later like turning water into wine
His disciples later formulated the gospels by
remembering the time
One had to betray Christ so Scripture could be
fulfilled
Called one the devil but through his love he didn’t
reveal
Chose to lay down his life to reconcile God and man
To bring together the children scattered abroad was
the plan
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Truth Aligned

The Son lives to shine another day
Faith in the One who has paved the way
Mind always in harmony with the heart
I've been aligned with the truth from the start
Arms intertwined reaching for the same goal
Picking high upon the tree seeking to feed my soul
Knowledge don't seem to domesticate these dogs in human form
Observed and acknowledged their isn't anything like a woman scorned
Striving for what's right but realizing what's exactly wrong
Maintaining for the most part that it is a must to be strong
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Accomplished

He was tested but he danced through the fire
Realizing the truth in never having your soul for hire
Staying prayed up and keeping the code at all times
Just like a prophet, a message encoded throughout the rhyme
Always taking measured steps climbing that tree of life
Equipped with knowledge, wisdom and understanding will keep away strife
It's beautiful in a world of hate that he loved out loud
They cornered Christ but he rose from the dead and made the world proud
It is said that all the books in the world couldn't contain
That's exactly why faith, hope, and love, will always remain
He promised that the kingdom will then come
He left as a servant, acknowledged as a son and told a job well done
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Survival

Always invest time and energy in the forces for you
Those powers are what enables you to do
Make manifest the promise of the Lord providing
My moves are always addition and multiplication,
never dividing
Everyone in the inner-circle is worthy by all means
Constantly looking for illusions because everything
ain't what it seems
Questioning a person as an asset or liability is the
norm
Game so fluid that it can take on any form
Not all who do right thrive
It's good if you flourish, but the object is to survive
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Spirit, Power, Flow

You are a pulse-throb in that you represent life
You bring love, beauty, and harmony, and never strife
Your ways are past finding out but you still give us logic and reason
It's a blessing in disguise that your love is not just for a season
With this pen I have a free flow, the flow of the Nile
It was taught that with knowledge one must stay humble as a child
God's SPIRIT is not like man, choosing a person because of race On that night it was beautiful to behold Christ face
In this spiritual game it is your SOUL that's at stake
I felt the power of that force, something one could never fake
It gave me WILL POWER to be used as a tool
The UNIVERSITY of ADVERSITY is where I went to school
When God came to me to COMFORT my soul said free at last
Thank God Almighty that I had been practicing with diligence the TRUE FAST
As if a brother was in distress, I heard humanity's cry
Lit my understanding and on the wings of love do my words fly that spiritual mountain gave me a beautiful view
I am grateful that you allowed me to be one of the chosen few
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Temple Builders

It was once said, “Eternity is as a child at play”
I said, “the TEMPLE of the living God is here to stay!”
A wise master BUILDER has fitted the stones
All around the world is this same song Rays of light
we extend to all the people
Strength of character can’t be understood by those who are feeble
Keep on moving and don’t stop is our anthem
Having insight in arcane truths the uncultivated can’t fathom
Love, Loyalty, and Respect is the code of the few
Only the righteous would say do unto others as you’ll have them do unto you
We love honor more than we fear death
Ascended to be heard, but came back down to be felt
The unification of consciousness will bring the masses together
When judged, make certain your heart is light as a feather
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Stay Alert

The gift of God can become a curse
Stay aligned with His will so your life won’t turn for
the worst
Out of one becomes many
When the inner-kingdom emerges then you’ve
found the land of plenty
Seeking and attaining as one finds
Stay alert because there’s many more lessons to
learn down the line
The fields are clothed with grass and daily the
sparrows are provided with food
Passing the ball when its your play is really rude
What great knowledge that reside in the spiritual
mind
There are plenty hidden gems out there to find
In the end, the many will be fed
As before, the chosen one will provide the fish and
the bread
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One with the Father

The fog of illusion
The many states of confusion
The call of destiny
Adversity will never get the best of me
Freedom is loud and clear
As for the true path, I will never veer
I am the head and not the tail
The breath of God is what enables my ship to sail
Me and the Father are One
I enjoy this state of consciousness as a son
Reveling at the light show on a fall night
I was delivered from evil by the power of God’s might
The angels keep misfortune at bay
Under the secret pavilion I will stay
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Chaos to Order

It was once disputed which way was up
Never realizing that the whole club drink from the cup
No matter how hard you try
It was inevitable for the world that one had to die
The inheritance is now, be careful not to miss
The closer you get to the Garden's gate, you'll hear Lucifer's hiss
Don't succumb to the psych game again
Rely on the direction of a true friend
No where to go from this cosmic condition
Order will come from chaos—only with God’s permission!
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Seek and Find

To grasp the great liberation is the intention
With God it's possible I must mention
Pristine is the love that comes from above
But don't forget how precious is the blood
Standing strong throughout perilous times
Being upright with agility in the mind
No doubt about things coming, to pass
Things are so clear to those of us who have been last
I asked, and it has been provided on the dime
Knowing that I did seek, now I assert that I did find
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Earned Trust

The hero died by the sword cause he was armed with love
The Spirit hovered above the water and landed like a dove
The problem they have originate from the first man
So called God’s country but mortals are fighting for the land
The world renowned manifestation was Christ in the flesh Perseverance was the only lesson to be learned from Job’s test
An indivisible heart will allow justice to prevail
An incorruptible soul preached to the fallen angels in jail Entrusted with the keys that gave access to my interior
It is a divine operation that keep me from being inferior Omniscience weaved in the fabric of this poem comes from the SOURCE
It’s a call of duty to not sit back and let things run its course
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Truth Revealed

Speaking in terms that I know that I know
One had the zeal but denied Christ at the rooster’s crow
Believe that you can and then start visualizing
When confronted by TRUTH you must immediately start realizing
Don’t ignore this spiritual tradition like others have
As a divine scientist I’ve put a lot of time in the lab
These arcane truths have been around for thousands of years
Because the symbols were lost, that caused many, many tears
Do to this man’s relationship with God has suffered a mighty blow
Man don’t acknowledge the “image” so he can’t spiritually grow
By exploiting man Satan has him walking the earth in blind activity
Not understanding their thoughts is what leads them into captivity
The masses are suffering due to their irrational behavior
They couldn’t rise above their carnal nature so God sent a saviour
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Word-Source-Truth

There are reasons in this life why I must believe
There are goals as a truth seeker that I must achieve
Walked through the fire with the help of an ancestor
Passed mastery and got my doctorate and became a professor
Put on perfection and emerged robed in divinity
The SOURCE knows IT will always have a friend in me
This world is dark but I dwell in the Kingdom of Light
I see the weakness in humanity but I'll keep up the fight
I'll regenerate them so their mind can conceive knowledge in a higher form
The WORD is lost in translation and they become like children of the corn
I know that God's Wisdom will see the fullness of all things
He gave the TREE of Life so we could evolve into supreme beings
I partake in divine nature and lay claim to immortality
My psyche engulfed in Light states the universe heard my plea
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Man with the Plan

The man with the plan
The esoteric knowledge why the fertile grass turned
to sand
Leaps of faith is the only way forward as you run
The moment of truth has just begun
Reaching back in time to attain the right to the
destination
Realizing that evolving the consciousness is for its
own liberation
The cross is the brand that the fans trust
Beginning with the self and ending with all is a
must
Ninety-nine, but the one lost must be found to
complete the fold
Born to sin, raised to the full statue is the allegory of
turning lead into gold
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Angel Cry

This is how an angel cry
In hopes that his spirit don't die
Keeping the doors of the TEMPLE open
The original intent manifested because the WORD
was spoken
The time has come for Christ universal reign
I shed a golden tear for all the future pain
Satan has the world in a choke hold
The choice of God-consciousness couldn't be more bold
The Word: Illuminated in the Heart

The Word was, is and will soon come
Coordinating Church and State as a sun
Power may be concentrated into the hands of man
But the ancients testify that God has a Promise Land
While on the Path it has been calculated I shall maintain
Once Wisdom has come don’t pass it on to the profane
That royal lesson was learned is why Jesus only initiated twelve
grounded them in eternal truths and one still cause hell
He could have stayed true and lived a life worthy of him
Now lust, fear, and materialism has even the lights of the world dim
My making it through the vortex gave LIGHT but wasn’t told
Conquering the human heart gives you knowledge plus it’s the goal
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Incomprehensible

God’s precepts aren’t to be conceptualized
Life wasn’t meant to be privatized
A brave new world will be exceptional
To become a master you must remain professional
Looking into the future is the key
Hoping to realize a better side of me
Seek the hidden treasure within you every day
Taught to handle anything, come what may
Try with your whole heart to lead
Never ceasing the march forward until the masses are freed
Beyond a never ending universe is where the mystery will unfold
Only when the two stars collide will God again propose
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If the Sun Rises?

Today again the sun decided to rise
Every day is the potential event of the world's demise
As the city streets become inflamed because of the devil's heat
There are some societies with secrets to keep
Ever evolving as a God-CONSCIOUS MAN
Always aware of the poem about the footprints in the sand
Raised up to see things as they are
The "guiding light" reveals to me things so close but yet so far
To become enlightened is the quest of every soul
Finding and living the truth is a universal goal
All seekers believe this to the depths of their mind
The best weapon is to give sight to the masses because they're blind
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Tools of Truth

There are tools that will allow you to conquer and rule
Staying on the path to dwell in will keep you from becoming the fool
Then they will want you to be stopped
Never occurring to them with power you can't be stopped, swept, or mopped
Staying diligent with your studies so you'll stay in the know
Rising to greatness and remaining aligned with the universal flow
It is known with divine wisdom you can lift the world up
Follow the master that said, "eat of my flesh and drink of my cup"
The discipline opened and brought awareness to the mind
Being at one with the truth will enable you to be at one with time
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The Heart of All Man-Kind

We have first searched to find that love within
Making moves on the board that God commend
Kept true throughout time to later realize the
Cosmic Dream Workers for that LIGHT that will
make the masses clean Total understanding of this
game so we prioritize
Waking up every morning in order to monopolize
This two-edged sword masking as a tongue can't be
tamed Staying conscious of divinity by saying forget
the fame
We speak the truth to the heart of MAN-KIND
Only to be misinterpreted as those not of the blood-
line
At the first supper we passed wisdom at the table
Always my brother's keeper unlike Cain was to
Abel
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HIS Love Unveiled

The riddle of the sphinx was unveiled in a cave
The wisdom of the ages was imparted to the sage
Through dramatic expression the symbols was given form
With these impregnated words worlds are born
They can bring spiritual revolution to all the nations
The lessons I teach will firmly establish revelations
I constantly remind the masses of God's divine principle
The potency of HIS LOVE gave me strength to build my TEMPLE
The secret was imparted to me in a mysterious way
Sitting on this Throne of Identity because my spirit came forth by day
My state of consciousness is where sons of God must meet
I died that mystical death to avoid that eternal heat!
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Master Life's Illusions

Life is an ocean of illusion to the physical man
He is coming closer and closer to being subverted
by their plan
All this divine knowledge is falling on deaf ears
I seek to pass this wisdom on to my peers
It was suppose to be a cooperative kind of trust
For a long while it was about the prince, now it's
about us
I instruct one to never pay attention to the
foolishness of race
So as to dawn a TEMPLE where the Son will shine
as your face
Forming character over time defines growth and
strength
True MASTERY comes from traveling the path its
full length
Concerning poets there has been contest
Whether they’re made by art, or nature, ’s best,
But if I may presume in this affair,
Among the rest my judgment to declare,
No art without a genius will avail,
And parts without the help of art will fail
But both ingredients jointly must unite,
Or verse will never shine with a transcendent light

—Oldham
we have inherited. With the esoteric knowledge weaved within the fabric of this poetry book, I want to make “way” for the reader to symbolically part the Red Sea. I want you to travel through the spiritual wilderness eating this bread from heaven that I have provided.

I want you to build an ark like Noah in these troubled times with my instructions in righteousness. I want these poems to allow you to experience God like Moses, thus being able to lead the people away from the folly of their ways.

I seek to direct the reader in the way he should go to emerge from the mouth of the whale like Jonah, going on to fulfill his cosmic mission. I don’t want you to just accept my words at first. I want you to wrestle with them like Jacob in the cave with the angel of God, until they bless you. I want you to use these poems to allow you to rise from the death of unawareness that pervades this world in the millennium. I want the seeker of truth to realize that it isn’t money but it is in spiritual development and social harmony where the greatest power ever resides!

If one develops his spirit and really seek to overcome the distinctions and differences that divide us as a human race, then this world really could become a chosen generation. We could most definitely establish a royal priesthood, the globe will become ONE NATION, all God’s children would be peculiar, thus being brought out of darkness into His marvelous LIGHT. Through these poems I seek to bring forth truths that are hidden from natural man, woman and child. I think these poems will feed your soul if you sup at my table. You must use the keys given within these pages to unlock the doors.
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